The Library Scuttle: March/April 2024

UNE Library Services

Follow this and additional works at: https://dune.une.edu/librarscuttle

Part of the Library and Information Science Commons
It's Comin' Up Spring!

April is National Poetry Month

Did you know, on April 4th, 1978, the Board of Trustees chose the name "University of New England" for the school formed by St. Francis College and the New England College of Osteopathic Medicine!

**IMPORTANT DATES**

**March**
- 12  One Stop Paper Shop - Portland Innovation Hall
- 26  One Stop Paper Shop - Portland Innovation Hall
- 27  Open Textbook Workshop - Ketchum (Zoom option available)

**April**
- 8   2024 Total Solar Eclipse. Find out more! -->
- 9   One Stop Paper Shop - Portland Innovation Hall
- 23  One Stop Paper Shop - Portland Innovation Hall

*Librarian Note: Remember to use AI tools responsibly! Look for potential bias and verify your information using reliable outside sources.

**HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, UNE!**

So... we prompted 3 different AI tools* to create a humorous haiku about a university library and here is what we got😊

**Chat GPT**
- In the quiet stacks,
  Student hides from study's hacks,
  Books whisper "Relax!"

**Google Gemini**
- Dust motes dance in sun,
  Sleep-deprived student hunches near,
  Coffee's bitter friend.

**Microsoft Copilot**
- Paper due at dawn,
  Citations mock my soul's ache,
  Cite, weep, repeat.

*VOTE for your favorite!